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Abstract—The quality and safety of food is a great concern
to the whole society because it is the most basic guarantee for
human health and social development and stability. Ensuring
food quality and safety is a complex process, and all stages of
food processing must be considered, from cultivating, harvesting
and storage to preparation and consumption. Grading is one
of the essential processes to control food quality. This paper
proposed a two-layer image processing system based on machine
learning for banana grading. Support Vector Machine is the first
layer to classify bananas based on an extracted feature vector
that is composed of colour and texture features and YOLOv3
follows up for further locating the defected area on the peel and
determining if the inputs belong to mid-ripened or well-ripened
class. The performance of the first layer achieved an accuracy
of 98.5% and the accuracy of the second layer is 85.7%. The
overall accuracy is 96.4%.

Index Terms—Machine Vision, Image Processing, Food Pro-
cessing, Machine Learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Food processing takes raw materials and converts them into
more suitable forms for the dietary habits of modern people.
Food processing includes a series of physical and chemical
changes. During the entire process, not only the nutrition of the
raw materials needs to be maintained to the greatest extent, but
also the poisonous and harmful substances should be prevented
from entering the food. Therefore, food processing is highly
valued to food scientists, the food industry, and society [1].

To meet the increasing expectations and standards of food
processing, the quality inspection of food and agricultural
produce is arduous and labour-intensive. After years of rapid
development, Machine Vision System (MVS) has now pene-
trated several aspects of people’s lives. Its high efficiency and
accuracy assist various industries to save a large amount of
labour [2], [3]. In the field of agriculture, agri-technology and
precision farming is an interdisciplinary science that integrates
with MVS and utilizes data-intensive methods to achieve high
agricultural yields while reducing environmental impact. MVS
can acquire image data in a variety of land-based and aerial-
based methods and can complete multiple types of tasks as
well, such as quality and safety inspection, agriculture produce
grading, foreign objects detection, and crop monitoring [4]. In
food processing, MVS can collect a series of parameters such
as size, weight, shape, texture, and colour of food, and even
many details that human eyes cannot observe to monitor and
operate the food processing. In this way, fatigue and mistakes

of workers caused by a large number of repeated labours can
be avoided [5].

Banana is one of the most important tropical fruits and a
basic staple food for many developing countries. However,
banana pests and diseases pose a threat to sustainable pro-
duction, and banana yellow leaf disease caused by Panama
disease is a destructive disease for bananas [6]. Additionally,
the ripening process of bananas is so rapid that a large number
of over-ripened bananas cannot enter the market. As a result,
researchers are interested in developing automatic monitoring
systems to assist banana management. In this paper, a novel
two-layer system to realize banana grading and defect detec-
tion is proposed. The system is composed of the first-layer
classifier Support Vector Machine (SVM) and the second-layer
classifier YOLOv3. A feature vector that contains extracted
colour and texture information is the input for the first-layer
classifier and the output of the first-layer classifier is connected
to the second-layer classifier. This network can provide both
of the banana ripeness level classification and peel defected
area detection so that it can be a solid foundation for further
implementing into an Internet of Things (IoT) system. The
proposed system is compared with three other popular systems
and it can provide higher accuracy.

II. RELATED WORKS

MVS applications have been applied to multiple research
areas of food processing, such as food safety and quality
evaluation, food process monitoring, and foreign object de-
tection. Regarding food safety and quality evaluation, in [7]
and [8], hyperspectral reflectance imaging methods were ap-
plied to determine the bruise or damage of blueberry. Pattern
recognition algorithm was adopted to separate stem and calyx
and detected blueberries with diseases and the orientations of
blueberries [9]. In [10], not only the proposed model real-
ized grading the fruits with Multi-Attribute Decision Making
(MADM) but also it successfully predicted the number of
actual days that the harvested mangoes can be sent away with
Support Vector Regression (SVR). In [11], the authors built a
data set of rice – FIST-Rice with 30,000 rice kernel samples
and developed a system called Deep-Rice for grading rice
by extracting the discriminative features from several angles
of the rice. In [12], the authors adopted Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) to classify the shapes of boiled shrimps
by accepting the Relative Internal Distance (RID) values. For
banana grading, in [13], the author developed a method to
classify bananas into healthy and unhealthy groups based on978-1-7281-8086-1/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE
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image processing techniques and a neural network and they
obtained an accuracy of 97%. In [14], the authors designed a
method to detect at which ripening stages red bananas are by
measuring the dielectric properties of red banana and sending
the features to a Fuzzy C means (FCM) classifier. In [15],
the authors also adopted a fuzzy model that was optimized
with particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique to grade
unripe, ripe and overripe bananas with the features of the
bananas’ peak hue and normalized brown area. The accuracy
of this model is 93.11%. A random forest classifier was
utilized to grade the bananas according to the colour features
in [16] and accuracy arrived at 94.2%. In [17], the authors
also adopted machine learning algorithms to classify different
types of bananas and their ripeness levels. SVM achieved an
accuracy of 99.1% to classify the banana types and has a
96.6% accuracy to distinguish the level of ripeness. In [18], an
ANN outperforms other machine learning algorithms to detect
the ripeness of bananas with a feature vector that consists of
colour and texture features and the classification accuracy of
this system is 97.75%. In comparison to the reviewed related
work, this study proposes a two-layer mechanism to realize
both of the banana grading tasks and defected area locating
mission. Traditional data augmentation methods and a deep
learning-based architecture called CycleGAN were adopted to
enlarge the data set which was built by the authors to avoid
overfitting. Then, a feature vector that contains colour and
texture features was used to train the first layer classifier. Next,
the YOLOv3 model can detect the defected areas on the fruit
peel in the images in the ripened class, which is one of the
first layer’s output classes.

III. DATA SET AND METHODOLOGIES

A. Data set

In this study, we created the data set as the existing
online open-access banana data sets only contain bananas in
good conditions. We took 150 images of bananas at different
ripeness levels and labelled them into three main groups,
which are unripened, ripened, and over-ripened (50 images
for each group). The ripened class has two sub-classes that are
mid-ripened and well-ripened. The bananas in the unripened
group are those still in the green peel, while bananas in
ripened and over-ripened groups have a yellowish peel and
different levels of brown spots. However, 150 samples are not
satisfactory for machine learning methodologies as it is easy
to cause overfitting. As a result, we adopted data augmentation
techniques, including traditional methods and a deep learning
method – CycleGAN, to enlarge the data set.

Traditional data augmentation methods such as rotation,
flipping, and shifting are widely used for machine learning
training. We also adopted CycleGAN to generate images of
defected bananas. Generative adversarial net (GAN) [19] is a
generative model to learn the data distribution via an adversar-
ial mode between a generating network and a discriminating
network. The generating network generates samples that are
similar to the true samples as much as possible, while the
discriminating network tries to determine whether the samples

Fig. 1. Five ripened banana images generated by CycleGAN (the second row)
based on the unripened banana images (the first row).

are real samples or generated false samples. CycleGAN [20]
makes the principle of GAN apply to the image generation
with ease. Based on GAN, CycleGAN adds another pair of
the generator - discriminator and cycle consistency loss as
well to determine whether the style of the generated images
are consistent with the images in the original data set. If two
GAN are being trained at the same time, one of the generator
- discriminator pairs is GA2B and DB and the other pair is
GB2A and DA. Then, an image x of style A should be able to
transform back to itself after two transformations and image
y of style B is the same as:

GB2A(GA2B(X)) ' x
GA2B(GB2A(X)) ' y

(1)

The first-order distance between the two graphs can be
expressed as:

Lcyc(GA2B , GB2A, A,B) = Ex∼A[‖ GB2A(GA2B(x))− x ‖1]
+ Ey∼B [‖ GA2B(GB2A(y))− y ‖1]

(2)
Eq. 2 is the cycle consistency loss and is one of the terms

of the total loss function:

L(GA2B , GB2A, DA, DB) = LG(GA2B , DB , A,B)

+ LG(GB2A, DA, B,A)

+ λLcyc(GA2B , GB2A, A,B),
(3)

where LG(GA2B , DB , A,B) is the loss of GA2B and DB

and LG(GB2A, DA, B,A) is the loss of GB2A and DA. The
expectation of CycleGan model is :

G∗
A2B , G

∗
B2A =arg min

GA2B ,GB2A

max
DA,DB

L(GA2B , GB2A, DA, DB)
(4)

Figure 1 shows the comparison between the original un-
ripened banana images and the generated ripened images.
150 new ripened banana images were created by CycleGAN
model. The total data set after data augmentation is as Table I.
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TABLE I
THE TOTAL DATA SET AFTER DATA AUGMENTATION.

Original Rotation Flipping Shifting CycleGAN Total

150 150 150 150 50 650

Fig. 2. The flowchart of the proposed banana grading system.

B. Methodologies

The proposed banana grading system includes data augmen-
tation, image segmentation, feature extraction, and classifica-
tion. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the system.

1) Image segmentation: Image segmentation is to separate
the target from the background in an image. This is the
first step of image analysis, the basis of computer vision, an
important part of image understanding, and one of the most
difficult problems in image processing. For a grayscale image,
the pixels inside the region generally have intensity similarity
but have discontinuous intensities at the boundaries of the
region. Methods for processing image segmentation include
thresholding, region-based segmentation, edge detection-based
algorithms, and machine learning-based methods. In this work,
to get closer to practical applications, image acquisition was
performed in natural light, so there is inconsistent brightness in
the background and shadows as well. As a result, it is difficult
to find a suitable threshold and complete and accurate edges
to segment the target. Therefore, K-means is used here to
address this task. K-means utilizes distance as the evaluation
index of similarity. The basic idea is to cluster the samples
into different clusters according to the distance. The closer
the two points are, the greater the similarity. Finally, all the
data are allocated to the closest cluster center so that the sum
of the squares of the distances between each point and its
corresponding cluster center is minimized. Before applying
K-means, rank filter and log transformation were adopted to
reduce noise and improve image contrast. Figure 3 shows the
sample segmentation results.

2) Feature Extraction: For images, each image has its
characteristics that can be distinguished from other types of
images. Some are natural features that can be intuitively felt,
such as brightness, edges, texture, and colour. Some require
transformation or processing to obtain, such as moments,
histograms, and principal components. These features will be
extracted in the form of numerical values or vectors so that
the computer can identify images. Common image features
are colour features, texture features, shape features, and spatial
features.

Fig. 3. The sample inputs (the upper row), the masks (the middle row) and
the outputs (the lower row) of image segmentation step.

a) Color Features: The colour feature is a global feature,
which describes the surface properties of the targets corre-
sponding to the image or image area. The general colour fea-
ture is based on the characteristics of the pixels and all pixels
that belong to the image or image area have their contributions.
Colour features can be extracted by colour histograms, colour
sets, colour moments, colour coherence vector and so on. In
this work, because the unripened, ripened, and overripened
bananas have distinctive colour features (green, yellow, and
brown) and it is unnecessary to consider the colour space
distribution, the colour feature is one of the components that
are extracted to train the classifier. Traditionally, RGB (Red,
Greem, Blue) colour space is prevalent in digital image pro-
cessing. However, HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) colour space
is closer to how humans perceive colour and more suitable
for statistical analysis than RGB colour space. Therefore, the
colour features of the proposed data set were extracted in the
HSV colour space. Eq. 5, Eq. 6, and Eq. 7 can explain that
how RGB color space converts to HSV color space.

V = max(
R

255
,
G

255
,
B

255
) (5)

S = 1− 3

(R+G+B)
[min(R,G,B)] (6)

H =

{
θ, G ≥ B

2π − θ,G < B,
(7)

where θ = cos−1

[
(R−G)+(R−B)

2
√

(R−G)2+(R−B)(G−B)

]
.

Due to the colour characteristics of the three groups of
bananas, the corresponding H, S, and V value ranges are
acquired from the analogy between HTML colour codes and
the natural colours of different banana peels [13]. Table II
illustrates that H and V value ranges are distinct to be two of
the input features to classify the bananas.
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TABLE II
THE RANGE FOR H, S, V VALUES IN HSV COLOR SPACE FOR TWO

BANANA GROUPS.

Unripened Ripened
H 72◦ ≤ H ≤ 78◦ 39◦ ≤ H ≤ 72◦

S 85% ≤ S ≤ 100% 70% ≤ S ≤ 100%
V 27% ≤ V ≤ 50% 69% ≤ V ≤ 100%

b) Texture Features: Texture is another natural charac-
teristic of the surface of an object. It describes the distribution
of the gray space between the image pixels and the image
area, and it will not change with different illumination. The
texture feature is a global feature as well. However, because
texture is only a characteristic of the surface of an object
and cannot fully reflect the essential attributes of the object,
it is impossible to obtain high-level image representation
using only texture features. Unlike colour features, texture
features are not pixel-based features, they require statistical
calculations in an area containing multiple pixels.

As a statistical feature, texture features often have rotation
invariance and are robust to noise. Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
[21] is an operator used to describe the local texture features
of an image and it has significant advantages such as rotation
invariance and gray invariance. The basic LBP operator is
defined as a 3×3 size texture unit and the value of the center
pixel is the threshold. The grayscale value of the adjacent 8
pixels is compared with the pixel value of the center of the
unit. If the adjacent pixel values are greater than the center
pixel value, the position of the pixel is marked as 1, otherwise,
it is 0. In this way, 8 pixels in the 3×3 unit can generate 8-bit
binary numbers after compared to the center pixel. These 8-
bit binary numbers are arranged in sequence to form a binary
number. This binary number is the LBP value of the center
pixel. Therefore, there are 256 LBP values and the LBP value
of the center pixel reflects the texture information of the area
around the pixel. Mathematically, the process can be expressed
as Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, where gc is the center pixel value and g0
is the adjacent pixel value.

s(g0 − gc) =

{
1, g0 − gc ≥ 0

0, g0 − gc < 0
(8)

LBP =

7∑
p=0

s(g0 − gc)2p (9)

Figure 4 illustrates that bananas at different ripeness levels
can show distinctive texture features that were extracted by
the LBP operator.

3) Classification: In this work, the classification task is
divided into two steps. The first step is to feed extracted
features into SVM to classify unripened, ripened, and over-
ripened banana groups. The brown spots on banana peel will
not be detected here as there is no consistency of what level
of brown colour that should be included and for over-ripened
bananas, the detection of multiple irregular areas that are
caused by the connected brown areas will result in inaccurate

Fig. 4. A sample image: (left) segmented image; (middle) grayscale image;
(right) the texture feature that was extracted by the LBP operator.

Fig. 5. Nonlinear data classification in high-dimensional feature space with
the SVM.

results. Additionally, it is unnecessary to detect the brown
spots for over-ripened bananas due to the peel is mainly brown.
As a result, the bananas will be classified into the basic group.
The next step is to feed the output ripened fruit images from
SVM into the YOLOv3 [22] transfer learning model to detect
the brown spots and separate the bananas into mid-ripened and
well-ripened groups according to how many the brown areas
they have.

a) Support Vector Machine: Cortes and Vapnik proposed
SVM in 1995 [23] that is a supervised learning method and
can be widely applied to statistical classification and regression
analysis. Its basic model is a linear classifier defined on the
feature space to find the hyperplane that has the maximum
interval between two types of data. The learning strategy of
support vector machines is to maximize the interval, which
can be formalized as a problem to solve the convex quadratic
programming, which is also equivalent to the minimization
problem of a regularized hinge loss function. However, the
data is not linearly separable for most of the time. Under this
circumstance, the hyperplane that meets the condition does
not exist at all. For nonlinear situations, the SVM approach
is to choose a kernel function. The SVM first completes the
calculation in the low-dimensional space and then maps the
input space to the high-dimensional feature space through the
kernel function. Finally, the optimal separating hyperplane is
constructed in the high-dimensional feature space, so that the
nonlinear data are separated, as shown in Figure 5.

For multi-classes tasks such as the one in this work, a
nonlinear SVM with Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel can
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be applied. In this case, the feature vector that was input into
the SVM classifier is:

A = [H V LBP ] (10)

b) YOLOv3: YOLO [24] is an object recognition and
localization algorithm based on deep neural networks. The
most distinct feature of YOLO is that it runs fast and can be
used in real-time systems. However, its mPA towards small
objects is not satisfactory. On the premise of maintaining
the speed advantage of YOLO, YOLOv3 [22] adopted the
residual network structure to form a deeper network level
and uses multi-scale features for object detection. Also, object
classification uses Logistic instead of softmax, which improves
prediction accuracy, especially for small Object recognition
capabilities. In YOLOv3, there are only convolution layers,
and the size of the output feature map is controlled by
adjusting the convolution step. Therefore, there is no particular
limitation on the size of the input picture. YOLOv3 draws on
the idea of Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) – small size
feature maps are used to detect large-sized objects while large
size feature maps are used to detect small-sized objects.

YOLOv3 model [25] was adopted because many of the
brown spots on the banana peel are small targets that need
to be detected and located. When three or less defected areas
are detected by the YOLOv3 model, this sample will be
considered as a mid-ripened sample. Also, a well-ripened
sample is determined by whether there are more than three
defected areas that are found by the model.

4) Method Evaluation: The accuracy, sensitivity/recall, and
precision, all of which are common evaluation methods in
statistics, are used to evaluate the first-layer classification
results, as:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(11)

Sensitivity/Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(12)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(13)

TP = True positive, TN = True negative,

FP = False positive, FN = False negative.

To further assess the performance of the YOLOv3 model,
mAP (mean Average Precision), Intersection over Union
(IoU), and recall are applied to evaluate the predicted locations
of the target. The definitions of the evaluation methods are
expressed in Figure 6.

IV. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments were conducted on the Ubuntu 18.04.4
LTS system, with an Intelr CoreTM i7-8700K CPU @
3.70GHz × 12 processor, 32G memory, and GeForce GTX
1080 Ti/PCIe/SSE2 graphic.

Fig. 6. The definitions of the evaluation methods.

TABLE III
THE CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE FIRST-LAYER CLASSIFIER.

True Class Predicted Class SensitivityUnripened Ripened Overripened
Unripened 39 0 0 100
Ripened 0 48 1 98.0%

Overripened 0 1 41 97.6%
Precision 100 98.0% 97.6% Acc=98.5%

(a) A mid-ripen sample (b) A well-ripen sample

(c) A predicted mid-ripen sample (d) A predicted well-ripen sample

Fig. 7. The sample ground truth data and the predicted samples in the mid-
ripen and well-ripen classes

For the first classification layer, 520 images were used to
train the SVM classifier and 130 images were for testing. After
forming the input feature vector A = [H V LBP ] with the H
value, V value, and LBP features, A of all the training images
were fed into the SVM classifier for training. Table III shows
the confusion matrix for the first layer classifier’s testing result.
This confusion matrix demonstrates that the overall predicting
accuracy of the SVM classifier achieved 98.5% (with g = 0.005
and C = 1000).

For the second layer, the defected areas of the images in
the ripened group were labelled with an open-source tool
called ”labelImg” [26] manually and the 48 images that were
predicted as ripened were fed to the second predictor. Figure 7
shows one sample ground truth data from each class.

After 100,000 iterations of training, the mAP of the testing
results is 0.8137, the average IoU is 76.34%, the average recall
and precision of the testing results is 91.32% and 74.93%,
respectively. The average processing time to predict a testing
image is 0.051 seconds. The reason for the high recall and low
precision could be that the model detected some spot areas that
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TABLE IV
THE CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE SECOND-LAYER CLASSIFIER.

True Class Predicted Class SensitivityMid-ripened Well-ripened
Mid-ripened 18 2 90.0%
Well-ripened 3 25 89.3%

Precision 85.7% 92.6% Acc=89.5%

were not labelled on the ground truth data. According to the
results of the detected areas, to which sub-class this sample
belongs will be determined by the number of the detected
areas. When the detected areas are more than five, this banana
will be classified to the well-ripened group. The IoU result
indicates that the predicted areas shifted from the ground truth
labels to some extent, but this will not affect the number of
predicted areas. As a result, the confusion matrix, shown in
Table IV, that is based on the number of predicted areas is
still valid.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a novel two-layer classifier to grade
bananas in terms of their ripeness levels. Because there is
redundant information in the original images and this in-
formation will decrease the classification accuracy, a feature
vector that is composed of the essential colour and texture
information was formed. The experiment results illustrate that
the extracted feature vector assisted the SVM classifier to
achieve an accuracy of 98.5%. Then the YOLOv3 system
continued to detect the defected area of the ripened bananas
and separated them into the mid-ripened and the well-ripened
groups. This system accomplished the banana grading mission
in terms of ripeness and also conquered the difficulty of
detecting and outputting small defected areas on bananas. The
future work will continue to improve the performance of the
second-layer classifier by labelling the defected areas more
precisely and fine-tuning the model and develop an Internet
of Things system to integrate with the grading system and
monitor the quality of fruits in real-time.
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